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In most beam calibration protocols so far used in clinical practice, the method recommended for the
determination of absorbed dose to water in high-energy electron beams is based on either an exposure
or an air kerma calibration factor of an ionisation chamber in a C06" gamma-ray or 2 MV x-ray beam.
These protocols are complex and the overall uncertainty 'M the absorbed dose to water under reference
conditions is about 34%. 14]. The new generation of protocols, namely LAEA TRS 398 [5], are
based on absorbed dose-to-water standards in photon beams from C060 and accelerator beams..

The possible errors in absorbed dose determination in reference conditions in practical clinical
dosimetry caused by replacement of TRS 277 and TRS 381 protocols for a new TRS 398 protocol
were carefully studied for clinical electron beams energy range 620 MeV.

All measurements were performed on Vanan CL1NAC 2 00 C linear accelerator. The electron beam
energy ranged from 6 to 20 MeV. Basically three different detectors were used for measurements:
PTW Roos plane-parallel ionization chamber, calibrated PTW 30002 Fanner type, ionization,
Scanditronix electron diode detector. Measurements of central axis percentage depth doses were made
by diode using Wellh6fer WP700 beam scanner in 40 cm x 40 cm x 50 cm water phantom. A
reference chamber or semiconductor diode mounted on electron treatment cone was used to correct
beam output variations for a chamber or diode measurements during scanning. Absolute dose
measurements were carried out with Roos plane-parallel chamber connected to PTW UN[DOS
electrometer always for preselected number of monitor ruits.

In a new L4,EA dosimetry protocol clinical reference dosimetry for electron beam is performed at
depth of d,,f= 0.6R5 - 0.1 [cm] 'instead of dma, as in previous ones. To check the stability of electron
beams for energy and to establish df and standard deviation for reference depth position, the depth
dose curves obtained during the quality control measurements for the last three years were analyzed
and compared with those measured during this study. The data show that measured average values for
d,,f are much stable with time compared to average d,,, values (average standard deviation of 0032
and 0007 [cm] for dma_, and d,f, respectively).

The absorbed doses in reference depths were calculated from measured values using five different
methods, which are summarized in Table 1. From Tab. I one can see also that different calibration
factors, still used 'M clinical practice, were employed for calculations of absorbed dose in reference
conditions. To compare the doses using both TRS recommendations the ratio Dn,,�Dd,,,f was
established as well. Estimated uncertainties for 'individual methods are also included in Tab. 
Summary of absorbed dose determination in electron beams is presented in Fig. I as a dose for 00
MU in the same reference point. From the Fig. I one can see that doses, except dose for 20 MeV
electrons, are scattered within the range of 25% which is less than values for combined uncertainties
estimated for individual methods (see Tab. 1). The large deviation 4,7%) observed for 20 MeV beam
can not be explain easily, the only possible factor for the moment is too small field size used for depth
dose curves measurement. More detail studies for this energy are carried out now. The replacement of
presently used TRS 381 protocol our country for TRS 398 protocol will not have a significant
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influence on absorbed dose estimation in clinical practice. Application of dosimetry protocols based
on absorbed dose to water standards will considerably reduce the uncertainty of the absorbed dose
delivery to a patient as the number of steps involved in correction factors applied is reduced.

Table 1: Methods and protocols used for calculation of absorbed doses ' reference conditions
for electron beams.

Method Calibration factor Protocol Calculated
uncertainty

A ND., Q electron beam TRS 381 2,5 
B ND., Qo electron beam TRS 398 1,9 %
C ND., Q. -0 TRS 381 3,6 %

c D ND.. -0 TRS 398 2,8 %
E N, Co" TRS 381 3,3 

Fig. 1: Absorbed dose deten-nmation for electron beams using different methods and protocols.
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